PRODUCT OVERVIEW

**EasySens® – GATEWAYS**
- STC04-FTT LON
- STC65-FTT LON

**ROOM OPERATING UNITS**
- thanos
- WRF08
- WRF06 LCD
- WRF07 RR
- WRF04 x BUS
- WRF04 LCD x

**TEMPERATURE**
- WRF04 BUS
- WRF06 BUS
- AKF10 LON
- SFK02 LON
- SFKH02 LON
- AGSS4 ext. LON
- VFG54 LON
- TF35 LON

**HUMIDITY**
- FTW04
- FTK LON
- FTA54 LON

**AIR QUALITY**
- WRF04 CD2
- LW04
- LK-5 CO2 LON

**LIGHT & MOTION**
- MDS
- LDF LON
- WRF04 LON
- L04
- L165 LON